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QUESTION 1

What virtualization model is used in the Continuous Access Storage Appliance (CASA)? 

A. asymmetrical pooling or also called out-band virtualization 

B. out-band management of symmetrical virtual objects 

C. either symmetrical or asymmetrical selected at the initial configuration 

D. symmetrical pooling or also called in-band virtualization 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a design property of the Core+Edge+Leaf SAN topology? 

A. It allows many devices to share a single ISL. 

B. It allows for placingtrunking-capable switches adjacent to each other. 

C. It involves simplex I/O, meaning only one path is utilized for I/O. 

D. It provides a reasonable bandwidth guarantee to nodes connected to a first- or second-level edge switch. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A SAN administrator plans to implement fabric wide storage virtualization. The current SAN consists of dual redundant
ring topology. Without detailed information about the virtualization, what topology should they plan to migrate to? 

A. cascaded topology 

B. tree topology 

C. meshed topology 

D. no change ring topology 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

SAN architecture is created at ______. 

A. the lowest level of storage abstraction 
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B. the mid level of storage abstraction 

C. the smallest LUN possible in the SAN 

D. the highest level of storage abstraction 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

On what is the design of the "Tree" SAN topology based? 

A. a fabric design that has switches that act as policy controllers for storage failover 

B. a fabric design that has one or moreFibre Channel switches acting as fabric backbones which dedicate all FC ports
as ISLs 

C. a fabric design that has one or moreFibre Channel switches acting as the ISL trunk manager 

D. a fabric design that has one or moreFibre Channel switches acting as the Topology Configuration server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A user requests that a SAN architect designs a backbone SAN using McDATA directors and Edge switches. The user
has some high performance storage systems that need to be accessed by multiple hosts. Where should these storage
systems be connected in the SAN? 

A. to the bottom tier of switches 

B. to the top tier of switches 

C. to the same switch with the host with predominate access 

D. to the core switches 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

For HP, what is Data Availability Level 4 in a SAN? 

A. maximum connectivity using a single non-meshed fabric, a single server and single storage paths 

B. designs with more than one ISL between switches and the addition of multiple data paths between servers and
storage connecting into one fabric 

C. designs with more than one ISL between switches that provide the benefit of fabric resiliency against link failure 

D. designs with dual fabrics using multiple physically separate fabrics, multi-path designs 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which topology strategy supports unpredictable growth rates? 

A. core + edge 

B. cascaded + ring 

C. mesh + ring 

D. cascaded + mesh 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer has an application that is considered mission critical. In the event of a disaster, they want a replication
solution that will guarantee that the replicated data is identical to the source without any data loss. Which solution
accomplishes this? 

A. asynchronous replication 

B. synchronous replication 

C. fan-out replication 

D. bidirectional replication 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

iSCSI is best used for _____. (Choose two.) 

A. minimizing the amount of data transferred over the FCIP link 

B. connecting stranded servers to the SAN 

C. NAS block services 

D. additional controller pairs to effectively use available bandwidth 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

How long does it typically take to create a SAN architecture for an enterprise-class customer? 
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A. days to weeks 

B. hours 

C. weeks to months 

D. months to years 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You have a topology with two 16-port switches in a cascaded SAN using four ISLs from each switch. What is the port
efficiency of the topology? 

A. 25% 

B. 40% 

C. 100% 

D. 75% 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the most important thing to do when implementing a backup/restore solution? 

A. size the backup solution 

B. purchase licenses for the servers 

C. select the backup device technology, DLT or LTO 

D. ensure that the storage arrays can replicate data between two arrays 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

You have a topology with two 16-port switches in a cascaded SAN using four ISLs from each switch. What is the port
efficiency of the topology? 

A. 25% 

B. 40% 

C. 75% 

D. 100% 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

What problem can arise when scaling or merging SAN fabrics? 

A. If the discovery process determines changes in business requirements, then the SAN merge will fail. 

B. If the discovery process determines that the fabrics are not compatible, then the fabric will segment. 

C. If the discovery process determines specific cabling changes are required, then the merge will fail over. 

D. If the discovery process determines that the fabrics have different security levels, than the most secure level will be
adopted. 

Correct Answer: B 
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